Feedback

"...a rather splendid Roses fansite…it's a fantastic source for all things Roses based."
(Music News Editor of Xfm, Matt Everitt)

Comments from site visitors:

"I've become an avid and appreciative reader of your analysis. It's not an exaggeration to
say you've brought me back to Catholicism."

"...not only the best Roses site, but the best band dedicated site I have ever come across."

“...it's quite cathartic to see someone else who can be a fan but also be utterly
contemptuous when appropriate, such as when Ian Brown or Noel Gallagher say pretty
much anything at all about religion. I've thought for a while that, in terms of taking a set
body of top notch work (such as can generally be said of the Roses) and adding a new layer
of speculative analysis and even mythology, that nothing would come close to the Paul Is
Dead mythos or alleged clues to the Shakespeare authorship question; eisegetical and
ludicrous they might be, but they can also be guilty fun as they seek to find new coded
meanings in the familiar. In a similar though obviously quite distinct way, I think the
content of your site as a companion to the Stone Roses is a weighty, expansive and
fascinating addition.”

"I think you've produced by far the most interesting, most thoroughly well-researched and
best written work on The Stone Roses that I've had the privilege to read. Which continues
to expand."

"...clearly the most comprehensive and informed Stone Roses website…your analysis is
extremely well thought out, thoroughly researched, and shows a huge depth of cultural,
musical and religious knowledge."

"The finest Stone Roses fansite bar none. Created and maintained by a true fan with
astonishing song by song analysis and some incredible facts that you won't find anywhere
else. The Roses may never reform but this site keeps their spirit alive."

"First of all, I wanted to say what a fantastic site you have. I have been looking for this
kind of thing for ages.

The analysis of the Roses' songs is absolutely fascinating -

particularly the biblical references, of which there seem to be many... keep up the good
work, you don't need me to tell you that you should be very proud of your site: it's a fitting
tribute to a very special group."

